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When demagnetizing rocks in palaeomagnetism, an unterminated great circle path is sometimes obtained instead of a
direct observation or endpoint determined from the linear segment near the origin of a Zijderveld plot. Such a situation
cannot successfully be analysed using packages such as LINEFIND or Linearity Spectrum Analysis (LSA). It is
possible to make optimum use of the great circle information by specifying constraints in the form of an arc of the
great circle along which the estimate of the actual direction must lie. This specification overcomes the bias problems
inherent in most analyses of converging great circles. Given M endpoints or direct observations and N great circles the
maximum likelihood analysis based on all available information is easily performed. An iterative procedure is used to
determine the positions of N variable-direction unit vectors so that the length, R, of the vector resultant of all
(M + N) unit vectors is a maximum. Standard Fisher statistics then apply, with a slight modification for the numbers
of degrees of freedom. If K is the precision parameter then an approximately unbiased estimate for (1/K) is given by
(1/k) where:

1. Introduction

It was recognised very early on in palaeomag-
netism that rocks could contain more than one
direction of magnetization and that during pjefer-
ential demagnetization of one component the re-
sultant direction of magnetization would move
along a great circle [1,2]. In many instances indi-
vidual components can be identified as linear
structures in the demagnetization vector [3-5] and
typically a stable endpoint (represented by a linear
segment near the origin of a Zijderveld plot) is
obtained. However, in some cases either because
of overlap in the stability spectra of the two

components and/or because the intensity de-
creases below the sensitivity of the measuring de-
vice, stable endpoints are not obtained and the
only available information regarding the final (or
"hidden") component resides in the great circle. A
single great circle on its own provides insufficient
information to estimate the direction of the hid-
den component, but if more than one great circle
is available (say from different specimens) and
these great circles converge, then an estimate may
be obtained. Furthermore, if a direct estimate is
independently available through a stable endpoint
obtained from another specimen, then this may
also be used to access the information available in
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a great circle. In the general case there would of
course be several great circles and '(hopefully)
several direct observations available.

Recognising the above, Jones et al. [6] used an
analysis that combined the information from the
great circles and any available direct observations,
thereby providing maximum access to the infor-
mation in the great circles. Subsequently Halls [7]
suggested an analysis that used some of the infor-
mation from the great circles, but that did not
allow for a combination of the great circle infor-
mation with direct observations (see also [8] and
[9]). Bailey and Halls [10] then presented a sep-
arate analysis for combining great circles and di-
rect observations. In this they incorrectly sug-
gested that the earlier analysis [6,8] was not based
on an underlying probability distribution.

Schmidt [11] presented an analysis of problems
associated with bias in converging great circle
methods. This problem had, to a large extent,
been overcome in the early analysis [6,8] but can
be a troublesome problem in the Bailey and Halls
[10] analysis, particularly when there are no direct
observations available. Although Schmidt noted
that this bias was related to the geometrical fact
that the intersections of two great circles must be
180° apart, he did not in fact identify the underly-
ing cause of this bias within the statistical analy-
sis. It is shown here that the bias is caused by the
use of an incorrect probability distribution for the
great circles,' and that we are not in a position to
be able to determine the correct distribution. The
approach used by Halls [7] and Bailey and Halls
[10] forces them to use this incorrect distribution
throughout, their analysis, causing problems with
bias and their error estimation. In contrast, the
earlier [6,8] analysis is flexible and allows the
inclusion of further information gained in the
determination of the great circle path. This in-
formation is used as a constraint that, in effect,
modifies the probability distribution for each indi-
vidual great circle to provide a better approxima-
tion to the true distribution for that particular
great circle.

The mathematical details of the earlier [6,8]
analysis were not published because it was not felt
to be necessary. However, its reliability is needed
in the companion paper [12] and this calls for an
explanation as to why the Bailey and Halls [10]
analysis is not used. Furthermore, there are several
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again the example in Fig. 4 of six parallel great set points rather than variable points, and so they
circles and a single direct observation. In the are referred to as "set points" in the example,
direction transverse to the great circles there are The example is taken from layer KB31 with 6
seven "observations" that provide information great circles, the results of different analyses are
about the location of the mean direction. Hence presented in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 5. In
along this direction our estimate of the mean will each case the motion of the resultant vector along
be distributed about the true mean with a preci- its great circle was clockwise when viewing the
sion on the order of (7k). Without any constraints figure. The result denoted A is from an analysis of
on acceptable arcs in the great circles there is only the great circles without any sector constraints
one piece of information (the direct observation) and without any set points included,
about the location of the mean in a direction The result denoted B is from an analysis using
parallel to the great circles. Hence along this di- sector constraints on the individual great circles,
rection our estimate of the mean will be dis- but not including any set points. A point of par-
tributed about the true mean with a precision only ticular importance here is that the bounds of the
of about K. Therefore a natural confidence region sector constraints have only been run into on two
for the mean would be an ellipsoid with its long of the great circles (those for KB31A4 and
axis parallel to the great circles and its short axis K.B31B1). This is quite typical and is the basis for
transverse to the circles (note the stark contrast the earlier remark that the simple limitation to a
with the Bailey and Halls ellipsoid). By having specific arc is not too harsh a cut-off for the
constraints on acceptable arcs in the great circles distribution. Clearly any bounds that do appear in
each great circle also provides information about the solution have merely acted, in effect, as set
the location of the mean in the direction parallel points for the rest of the great circles,
to the circles, thereby reducing the long axis of the The result denoted C is from an analysis not
natural confidence region and making it more using sector constraints for the great circles but
circular. As the angle of intersection of the great including two set points. Quite clearly the results
circles increases, the natural confidence region will A and C are substantially different from each
of course become more circular. Overall though, other: an analysis using great circles on their own
provided the estimated endpoints are realistic, the without sector constraints leads to an incorrect
circular confidence region determined above is not solution. However, the results B and C are not
unrealistic. substantially different, and the inclusion of sector

Because of the problems already mentioned constraints in the B analysis has substantially
with regard to overestimating K, there is a tend- reduced the problems with bias,
ency for ap calculated from equation (25) to un- The result denoted D is from an analysis using
derestimate the actual value. Thus it should be the sector constraints on each of the great circles
recognised that the actual probability of the true and also using the two set points. It is interesting
mean lying within the calculated confidence re- to note that one of the sector constraints has come
gion will be a bit less than (1 -p) (i.e. typically a into play here (on KB31D1). However, it is the
bit less than 95%). Unfortunately there appears to constraint at the start of the acceptable sector,
be little that one can do to improve upon this. whereas previously it was the constraints at the

end of the acceptable sector. In this particular
7. Example of analysis instance the set points have tried to pull the

variable point too far back along the great circle
The example has been chosen from the com- —precisely the opposite of what was happening

panion paper [12], and has been chosen quite without the set points. In this particular example
specifically because it clearly illustrates the effect the resuit D is so close to the result C that they
of including sector constraints on the great circles are not visually distinguishable,
and the effect of including direct observations. It is worth noting at this stage that a linear
Other examples are available in the companion decay to the origin of a Zijderveld diagram is not
paper. From the point of view of the iteration, always a good indication of a true direction. As
these direct observations are nothing more than seen in the above example, with several subparal-





and not to the remanence directions themselves.
Thus it is very difficult to have any intuitive
feeling for what is taking place during the ana-
lytical process. Their technique derives an ellipse
of confidence that is based on an analysis of the
poles of the great circles: this is shown to be
unrealistic as it ignores available information.

The method proposed here is a physically intui-
tive one in which the process can easily be fol-
lowed during iteration. The analysis provides max-
imum likelihood estimates based on all of the
available information: the addition of realistic sec-
tor constraints to the great circles (based on the
observed remanence directions) effectively over-
comes the bias caused in the Bailey and Halls
method [10,11]. The statistical analysis is very
simple as it is based on the commonly used and
well-known Fisher [13] distribution. Thus the final
estimate of the mean direction has a circle of
confidence associated with it. The only modifica-
tion to standard Fisher statistics is in the number
of degrees of freedom: this is because knowledge
of the great circle provides less information (in
fact, only one degree of freedom) than the infor-
mation available (two degrees of freedom) with a
direct observation.
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